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Abstract The ability of SMEs to innovate and successfully develop new products is crucial for 

both survival and the continuity development of country's economy. Developing new 

product thus needs to initially identify riskヲ manageand then possibly mitigate or 

reduce it. Comparatively each country has differences in business environment. This 

study henceforth investigated on Japan and Malaysia SMEs on management ofrisk in 

NPD. It is expected to see differences in risk managem巴ntof developed and developing 

country. Findings discovered that both countries manage risk in NPD practically 

similar. However， there are two main variabl巴sthat ar巴 highlightedon adoption of 

Standardラ andinformation technology (IT). 

1. 1 ntroduct i on differences of SMEs responding on managing risk in 

categorization of SMEs in each country on the following 

The importance of small medium ente叩rises(SMEs) point. 

is widely recognized to be part of national巴conomic

development whether in d巴veloped or developing 1寸 SMEs in Japan 

countries and they form the veηbasis of every countrγs In Japan the term SME is clearly d巴finein SME Basic 

economy. Their role as an engine in creating job Act formed in 1963 and amended on yd December 1999. 

opportunities and contribution to economic growth put The definition of SMEs is outline further detail in the 

them in one of main national economic policy. One of fo11owing tabl巴.

primary success of SMEs to sustain in competitive 

mark巴tand contribute to economic growth is through Table 1: Categorization ofSME in Japan 

dev巳lopingnew productう inother word is developing and 

commercializing innovations. Both SMEs in 

developed or developing countries are vital for being 

part of巴conomicgrowth. Factors that determine SMEs 

drive to innovate are important in developed economies 

as w巴11to developing economies (Radas et.alラ 2009)

This comparative study selected Japanヲ asd巴veloped

country and Malaysia as developing country to analyze 

NPD. Starting point of this paper will briefly describe 

t Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka 

Industry type 

Manufacturing 

Wholesale 

Service 

industry 

Retail 

SMEs 

Number of 

Stated capital Regular 

Employees 

Up to￥300m 300 or fewer 

Upto￥100m 100 or fewer 

Up to￥50m 100 or fewer 

Upto￥50m 50 or fewer 

Source:A1ETL Japan 

Micro Enterprises 

Number of Regular 

Employees 

20 or fewer 

5 or fewer 

5 or fewer 

5 or fewer 

t t Faculty of Business Administration， Aichi Institute of 

Technology 
Japan SMEs are the backbone of Japanese economy. 
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Back in 1996 the number of SMEs in the non-primary 

sector in Japan stood at 6.6 million and SMEs had 44 

million employe巴s.To put these numbers in perspective， 

SMEs accounted for 98.8 perc巳ntof total number of 

firms and th可巴mploy巴d77.6 percent oftotal employees. 

The 2012 Economic Census for Business Activity by 

METI， SMEs made up to 99.7% of all ente叩risesin 

Japan and forms th巴 verybasis of Japanese economy 

Approximately 87% or 3.34 million are micro businesses 

out of 3.864 million SMEs in Japan (METI， 2012). 

Despite stagnant and volatile economic conditions， 

SMEs in Japan still survive and stay resilient for the past 

two decades. One of their success factors is due to its 

numerical dominance， which in total accounted for 4.2 

million. By international standard Japan has a relatively 

large number of SMEs per capitaラ comparedto other 

developed countries. They play a part in revitalizing 

institutions and regulators involved in SME 

development programs. The definition is divided into 

two main categories. The frrst is manufacturing 

(including agro-based) and manufacturing-related 

services with sales turnover of less than RM25 mi11ion 

or full-time employees of less than 150. Th巴 second

category is manufacturing (including agro-based) and 

manufacturing幽relatedservices: sales turnover of less 

than RM25 million or full-time employe巴sof less than 

150. Given that there have been many developments in 

the economy since 2005 such as price inf1ation， 

structural changes and change in business trends， a 

review of th巴 definitionwas undertaken in 2013 and a 

new SME definition was巴ndorsedat the 14th NSDC 

Meeting in July 2013. The newly revised definition of 

Malaysia SMEs is outline泊 thefollowing table 

local economies and boosting employment opportunities. Table 2: Cat巴gorizationof SMEs in Malaysia 

They created employment demand thus maintaining low 

employm巴ntsrates that provide stability forces for Japan 

economy (Shimizuヲ 2013). SMEs alone provide 

employment to 11.92 million workersラ whichaccount 

about 26% job employment to workforce. A docum巴nt

publish巴sby Japan Small Business Research Institute 

(JBSRI) under Ministry ofEconomyヲTradeand Industry 

(METI) of Japan called 'white paper' reports 

comprehensively on SMEs annually. It is r巴portedthat 

SMEs contributed approximately￥519 trillion of sales in 

2015 made up almost half of contribution by larg巳

businesses. 

Even th巴contributionsfrom SMEs look promising to 

economic developmentラ howeverit does come with 

challenges. Japan is currently having aging and 

shrinking population thus making local market shrink as 

well. Another challenge highlighted in 2014 White Paper 

is on aging of micro business proprietors. Neverthel巴ssヲ

the government has taken proactive actions to overcome 

this issu巴(JSBRI，2014)

1‘2 SMEs in Malaysia 

Since 2005， a common definition for SMEs endors巴d

by the National SME D巴V巴lopmentCouncil (NSDC) has 

been adopted across Ministries and agencies， financial 

Sector 
Enterprise Size 

Micro Sma11 Medillm 

Maullfacturing Sales RM300，000く RM15mく Sales

(inclllding turnover Sales tllrnover turnover 

manufacturing <R加1300，000 <RM15m <RM50m 

related services ORFll11 time OR fu11 time OR白11time 

and Agro based employees employees employees 

industries) less than 5 between 5 and between 7 and 

75 200 

Services， Sales Sales tllrnover Sales turnover 

Primary turnover less between between RM3m 

agriculture and than RM200，000 and and less than 

ICT RM300，000 less than RM20m 

ORFu11 time RM15m OR fll11 time 

employees OR fll11 time employees 

less than 5 employees between 30 and 

between 5 and 75 

30 

Source: SME Corp Malの!sia

In 2011 an Economic Census Report by Department 

of Statistics Malaysia reported that SMEs accounted for 

about 645ラ136companies or 97.3% out of 662，939 

overall total establishments Department of Statistics 

Malaysia， 2011). Concentration of SMEs establishments 
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comes from service sector accounted for 90% and most 

are microenterpris巴swhich forming about 77% of total 

SMEs. In 2014， indicates contribution of SMEs to 

overall GDP (gross domestic product) has increased to 

35.9% an increase by 33.5% from previous year. Albeit 

challenging year ahead due to global economic 

印rbulence，Malaysia SMEs are expected to continue to 

expand their GDP contribution by 5% to 5.5%.羽弓lenthe 

d巴finitionof SME changed in 20 14 it has put about 8う000

large firms into medium enterpris巴scategory. A strong 

performance of economic sectors came from service and 

construction sector contributed the most to SMEs share 

in GDP. An annual report published by SME Corp 

Malaysia in 2014 highlight challenges and obstacles in 

SMEs sector. SMEs still lack of access to finance 

especially from financial institutions until now. Ev巴n

though credit conditions have relaxed they still have 

difficulty to access funding through banking institutions. 

SMEs are encourag巴dto explore other alternative 

sources of finance without depending on government to 

ensure a sustainable growth. Even though credit 

conditions had become more relaxedラ banklending to 

S恥1Esare still difficult to access. Another issue has b巴en

a concern it is found that most SMEs don't have business 

continuity planning. Lack of awareness for intellectual 

prope口y(lP) adoption is also another concern. SMEs 

perceive the process of getting IP can be cumbersome 

and take a long time to get approves， thus making them 

not to acquire IP. Large businesses take th巴opportunity

to snatch ideas合omSMEs， which can be devastated to 

them as a lot of resources being put to innovate and 

develop new product or s巴rvices(SME Annual Report， 

2015). 

2. Theoretical Background and Literature 

Review 

NPD is a process in which ideas or technologi巴sare 

materialized， manag巴dラ andfinally mov巴dto market. 

Technology， organization， and marketing are the three 

most indispensable NPD process components (Mu et.al， 

2009). When developing a new productヲ risk

manag巴mentshould be integrated into developm巴nt

process. Risk may occur in any stage of NPD. The 

objectiv巴sof risks management are to minimize the 

negatlv巴 impactsand maximize the positive impacts for 

new product development while co汀 espondingto the 

organization's management system (Parkヲ 2010).The 

goal of the risk manag巴mentis to establish the feasibility 

of the proj巴ctwithin the organizational management 

structureラ technologylevelラ humanresource capability， 

financial situation， and within the production and 

marketing level that limit its own business. By 

identi命ingmain sources of risk， NPD can be more 

manageable (Mu et.al， 2009). Thus adapting three 

sourc巴sof risk namely， operational， technology and 

marketing will elaborate more on the following points. 

2・1Operational Risk 

Operational risk involves firms dealing within intemal 

operation and managem巴ntor organization. Th巴 source

of operational risk comes from diverse sources. One of 

main sources of operational risk is human resource 

availability. In NPD limitation of employees with 

adequate skills and knowledge also can become a 

hindrance for firms irJ begirJning ofNPD projects. It then 

will increase uncertainti巴sand risk before companies 

decide to compete for the scarce resources such in 

obtairJing skill and knowledge work巴rin relating area. 

One way of reducing this kind of risk is by integrating a 

firm's capabilities into the environment， their business 

S廿ategyand organizational process. Another way is by 

utilizing existing networks. Firms can leam best 

practices and share knowledge and capabilities since 

external networks have been regarded as important 

factors in enhancing innovation (Kim and Vonortas， 

2014). 

2・2Technological Risk 

Perceiv巴dtechnological risk m巴ansa firmラsinability 

to completely understand or predict some aspects of 

technological巴nvironmentrelated to NPD projects. The 

source oftechnology risk can come either form inside or 

outsid巳 oforganization. Th巴higherthe complexity and 

sophistication of technological environment the higher 

the technology risk is. Firms might not foresee the ris巴
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ofnew technology or predict when technology becomes 

obsol巴t巴.

Another id巴ntifiedtechnological risk is capability. 

U弓lencompanies ar巴aboutto engage in th巴processof 

NPDラ oftenfirms might lack the technical capabilities. 

Th巴r巴fore，in order to mitigate t巴chnicalriskラ firms

might consider finding outside experts. However， that is 

not the case for small firms due to their constraints and 

lack of resourc巴s.Instead small firms improve their new 

product success rate by avoiding hiring企omoutside the 

organization for the purpose of procuring new 

technologies. Hiring outside experts is only encouraged 

when th巴technologicaluncertainties are very high and 

the company has very good reason to proceed with the 

NPDpr句ect(Yap and Souder， 1994). A study also found 

that the higher young companies perceived technology 

riskヲ theywill likely to extensively巴ngagein networks 

巴speciallyfor knowledge-intensive sectors (Kim and 

Vonortas， 2014). The study also agree that firms will 

introduce new products or services to th巳marketand by 

not hiring outside experts but rath巴rset up formal R&D 

and engine巴ringand technical studies departments to 

deal with technology risk. Companies with strong 

technical competence in th巴 NPDteam can ensure the 

success rate of a new product both in small and larg巴

companies (Kim and Vonortasヲ 2014).

lt is empirically proven that technology oriented 

adoption can reduc巳 uncertainti巴sand risk in NPD 

process. Together with customer and technology 

orientation strategyラ itwill create dynamism that can lead 

to achieving far more sup巴riorperformance in uncertain 

market (Gatignon and Xuer巴b，1997). lt is also 

recommended to smallぺ巴chnologybased firms to adopt 

only on巴 keygrowth開 sustainingtechnology and avoid 

high levels of diversification in developing new product. 

This strategy may put SMEs in better position by 

mitigating risk and develop learning curve in cor巴

technology， thus better understanding of technology in 

product or service introduce to customer (Meyer and 

Roberts， 1986). 

2.3 Marketing Risk 

Market risk refers to uncertainty about customer 

perception of product functionality， changing needs of 

customer， predicting market developments， competition 

with rival companies， and price elasticities (Ogawa and 

Piller， 2006). Much of th巴 巴xistingresearch evidence 

suggests that failur・eof NPD may largely be due to 

improper marketing. Marl王巴trisk is high when 

consumers have had little consumption experience with 

a product， thus making product requirements difficult to 

define. Unlike technology risk， market risk is external to 

fmnsラ andit is the least controllable risk factor in NPD 

(Park， 2010; Kim and Vonortas， 2014). 

The caus巴sof mark巴tingrisk can b巴numerous.First 

is customer p巴rc巴ivedrisk in which customers feel 

uncertain or fearful and doubt whether a new product can 

meet their needs and expectations. The second is 

changing needs of customers. Customerヲsneeds may 

change according to the latest trend and their lack of 

understanding of a new product in th巴market.The third 

is predicting; it is becoming difficult for firms to forecast 

and predict potential sales volume of new products 

(Ogawa and Piller， 2006). The prediction of future 

rev巳nue and possibl巴 profit depends not only on 

for巴castingthe total quantity that can b巴 sold，but also 

on forecasting白turecosts of production， prices and 

price elasticity. Market competition volatility makes 

NPD success more unpredictable. Potential moves made 

by competitors might pos巴 athreat and risk to small 

firms. 

Marketing risk still can be managed although it seems 

difficult and complex. A better and more precise 

understanding of customerヲ needsand behavior has been 

proven to lead to success in NPD. Studies have found 

that timely and r巴liableknowledge about customer 

prefi巳rences and requirements is among the most 

important types of information for product development 

(Cooper and Kleinschmidtラ 1995).A strong correlation 

betw田 nmarket certainty and new product success was 

found for the small firmsラ suggestingthat external 

factors had a substantial impact on the outcomes of 

projects. The study also affmned the ne巳dof small firms 

to pay close attention to their customer' needs (Nicholas 

et.al，2011). 
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3. Research Methodology 

To carry out this studyラ researchers adopted 

questionnaire data collection method that found to be 

most suitable to reach th巴 study'sobjectives. A set of 

structured questionnaire is constructed through three 

identified variables. Three identified dependent 

variables mentioned before operational， technology， 

marketing risk with each items are developed to 

represent each variable. In total about 16 items are 

placed in the questionnaire. Respondents were required 

to rate each Items based on multiple choices given. Once 

the questionnaire completely developed we conducted 

pilot test to check the reliability of the questionnaire. The 

questionnaire was given to two academicians for 

reviewing who are expert in questionnair巴developm巴nt.

In the end minor changes were made by eliminating 

unnecessary items and reword巴dwhile retaining its 

original meaning. 

3・1Sampl ing and Data Col lection 

Samples are selected in industrialize zone in each 

country. In Malaysia， SMEs 合omcentral area Selangor 

is selected. According to 2011 Economic Censusラ most

SMEs establishments are located in Selangor that 

represents about 19% of all SMEs establishments and 

has about 125，904 (Department of Statistics Malaysia， 

2011). Meanwhile in Japan， the city of Nagoya is 

4. Analysis and Results 

Within four monthsヲperiodof data collection yielding 

about 90 return qu巴stionnaires.About 45 surveys from 

Malaysia and 45 surveys from Japan managed to be 

collected and analyzed. In total， the retum rate is more 

than that consid巴racceptable to be analyzed. The data 

are analyzed using d巴scriptiveanalysis. Descriptive 

analysis refers to the transformation to describe a set of 

factors that wiU make them easy to understand and 

interpr巴t.This study is expected to shed some light on 

how SMEs in both countries manage risk in NPD process. 

Data were collected on demographic variables are 

processed and reported in percentage through the 

descriptive analysis. Another test is also conducted to 

figure whether there is a diffl巴rencein NPD performance 

between Japan and Malaysia SMEs. Th巴 test is 

McNemarラst巴stthat assesses the significance of the 

difference between two correlated proportions. It is us巴d

to determine if there ar巴 differenceson a dichotomous 

dep巴ndentvariable between two related groups， in this 

case NPD performance of Japan and Malaysia SMEs. 

4・1Operational Risk 

4・1温 1Product Development Team 

sel巴ctedto distribut巴 survey，as it is the third largest I ，':.'~， 

incorporated city in J apan that hous巴 manyrenowned 

manufacturers. The one of the main criteria chosen are， 

each SME's company at least has to have experience in 

developing new product thus have the ability and 

capacity to answer the survey given. Questionnaires ar巴

distributed in two types of method. One is using 

conventional method by mailing out survey form and 

respondents expected to return to US. The second method 

is using online survey form which is much more 

conv巴nient.Targeted respondent are being called upon 

and requested to participate in our study. If the 

respondent agrees to participate we will then email th巴

respondent link of our online survey form. 

きく:戸当
• Japan 

r:，>>;も 口Malaysia

f-J:~'， 

主主夜、

1.<){;， 

3GY， 20% 20% 
2、rも

10': 

む寺弘

Yes No 

Figure 1: Product Developm巴ntTeam 

As shown in Figure 1， both countries have the same 

respond in having product development t四 mmade up 

about 80% of all respondents. Only 20% in both are not 
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having product development team. However， part of 

80% ofhaving product development team in bothラ Japan

has 25% informal t巴amwhereas Malaysia only 15%. 

This shows that Japan slightly prefer to have informal 

team as long as they reach their companyヲsobjective. 

Perhaps the likelihood behind formation of informal 

team is the need to accelerate new product process. 

Informal team allows decision making and flow of 

information can b巴mademuch faster between different 

functional group. 1t is also consistent with findings in a 

study found significant correlation of organizational 

structure with proj巴ctsuccess (Yap and Souder， 1994). 

Specifically， high volume information flows through 

diverse int巴rdepartmentalintegration found to eliminate 

conflictラ engendercooperation， and foster new product 

commercial success. Moreover， informal t巴amcreates 

flexibility by enabling the team to move forward 

without being tied to structure and existing 

bureaucratic system compared to formal team. 

Nonetheless whether it is formal or informal team 

formed in the company helps to acc巳leratenew product 

process but rather early commitm巴ntand involvement 

of various functional groups in new product 

development may assists to reduce risk in later stage 

(Owens， 2007). Furthermore， strong t巴chnical

competence in NPD t巴amalso proved contributes to 

success rate both in small and large firms (Cooper and 

Kleinschmidtラ 1995)

4・1盟 2Experts Advice on NPD 

• Japan 

ムぶる 83% ロMalaysia
8~去、

fU~;， 

6む一:

::.':'¥τa 

MY~ 

K~ 

HY' 

~'， 

Consultant Employee 
Retired experts 

Figure 2: Taking advice on NPD 

Part ofreducing risk and uncertainties in NPD process 

is by seeking advices from several sources. From the 

survey， most SMEs in Japan chose employee sugg巴stion

to improve their NPD process. But they also seek 

expertise by using consultant and advice 合omretired 

experts shown in Figure 2. 1n Malaysiaラ suggestionfrom 

巴mployeealso regarded as most valuable and does not 

require a lot of cost compare hiring outside consultant. 

Unlike their counterpart Japan， Malaysia SMEs are less 

unlikely to seek advice 合omretIr巳dexperts. 

Relating to percentage in hiring consultant， mor巴than

half compani巴sopted for this for both countri巴s.It is 

rather confounding that SMEs in both countries hired 

consultant considering the nature of SMEs lacking in 

resources. Unless acquiring needed technology in NPD 

is high technical uncertainty， and the benefits outweigh 

organizational disruption then hiring outside巴xpertsis 

recommended (Yap and Souder， 1994) 

Both countries chose suggestion合omemployees the 

most in improving product dev巴lopmentprocess. Most 

well-known continuous system originated企omJapan 

called Kaizen involving employees to contribute 

suggestions for ongoing improvement in product 

development process as well. Starting from small ideas 

and improvements that can be implemented immediately. 

This process in a way will reduce risk during the NPD 

process. 

Shi丘inganalysis on getting retiree exp巴rtsin NPD 

processラ Japan are mor巴 likelyto choose this source 

compare to Malaysia. As Japanese employees are highly 

experienced， skilled and knowledgeable， thus making 

employer reluctant to let them leave even after retiring 

from the company. As most experienced workers have 

tacit knowledge， the risk of losing them may cause non-

monetary loss to the company (Gilmore et. al， 2004). 

恥1alaysiaSMEs on the other hand still facing lack of 

skilled and talented workers， which affects the quality of 

production as well as efficiency and productivity， which 

reflects in the graph on hiring retired experts (Saleh and 

Ndubisiラ 2006).

4.2 Technology Risk 
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4圃 2.1 IT Adopt i on 

1、正
92% 

祭主、三 麗Japan

以三% 口付1alaysia

7立亀コ

::~y ;，.~ 

も:$

五号

18宇j
20':うを

。乍 ーYes 氏。

Figure 3: Use of IT 

Both respondents from Japan and Malaysia agreed 

that using information technology (IT) in their NPD 

process reduces risk with both represent 92% and 82% 

respectively shows in Figure 3. In J apan， high level ofIT 

adoption is an evidence of goveロunentsuccess in 

implementation of policy to promote the diffusion of IT 

among Japanese businesses. In year 2000， the Japan 

govemment implemented strategy to reverse stagnant 

economy. In December 2000， the Basic Law on the 

Formation of an “Advanced 1nformation and 

Telecommunications Network Society" was enacted and 

in January 2001， an“IT Strategy Headquarters" was 

巴stablishedin the public sector and then an "e-Japan 

Strategy" was announced. A large同 scalestudy involving 

6，432 SMEs企omvarious sector conducted in Japan to 

analyze the relationship between 1T and illllovative 

activities in Japan， as well as the re1ationshipbetween IT 

and profitabilityラ andthe impact of frrm siz巴 onboth 

productivity and firm performance (Morikawa， 2004). 

The study found that the us巴 ofcomputers by J apan巴se

SMEs has a positiv巴relationshipwith innovative activity 

with evidence found that firms whose use IT to be more 

likely to engage凶 R&Dactivity. The study thus 

supported high adoption of 1T among Japan SMEs and 

implying the achievement of govemment approach on 

encouraging IT diffusion. 

However not a11 SMEs agree upon using technology 

to minimize risk particularly in NPD process. Relatively 

on1y small percentage of r巴spondentsdid not agree. 

Comparative1y 18% of Ma1aysia SMEs seems did not 

agree on the adoption of ITラ whichhigher that Japan up 

to 10%. This finding coher巴ntwith a study on the m句or

r巳asonof 10wer rate IT adoption among SMEs in 

Ma1aysia. It was due to sense of 1acking in security 

d巴spitethe cyber 1aws avai1ab1e to protect the business 

environment (Sin Tan et. a1， 2009). The SMEs either 

have no confidenc巳orhave no idea oftheir existence in 

view oftheir indifference in the uncertainties ofICT law. 

Most SMEs perceived the barriers of imp1ementing 1T 

into their business operations as rather expensive， riskyラ

complex procedure and lack of technical expertise. This 

lead to th巴irignorance on the usefulness of technology 

id巴ntifiedas a factor leading to lower rate oftechnology 

adoption. Most Malaysia SMEs p巴rceivedthe barriers of 

implementing IT into th巴irbusin巴ss operatlOns as 

expensive， risky， complex proc巴dure and lack of 

technical expertis巴 (Alamand Mohd Kamalう 2009)

Another research also highlight巳d one of the 

fundamental probl巴msamong SMEs in Malaysia were 

low adoption of modem t巴chnology(Ong et. al， 2010). 

4・2.1 ISO StandardjGuidel ines Adoption 

10:二九!

S(Jち a

本;)'{-

ぷ;も

10'¥. 

F司、_""

j3o.ai~ r¥，-13;品、ぢ.，

Figure 4: ISO/Guideline adoption 

.Yes 

CNc 

From Figure 4， there is a vast differenc巴 inadoption 

of whether 1SO or Standard guidelines. In Japan 

approximately more than half ofthe respondents adopted 

1SOラ andanother half didn 't， which represent 51 % and 

49% separately. One of the underlying factors of low 
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adoption in Standard is because perhaps Japan SMEs 

practic巴 theirown existing standards without even 

g巴ttingc巴rtification.Supporting this outcome probably 

because of the existing na印reof business environm巴nt

in Japan. S恥1Esact as subcontractor for larg巴巴nterprises

especially in manufacturing industry. And most small 

Japanese firms favorable towards working as 

subcontractor to large firms (Kimura， 2002). SMEs 

therefore will follow guidelines and standards 

established by large firms in order to maintain quality. 

Malaysia SMEs on the other hand mostly adopted IS0 

that r巴presents84%， and only 16% didn't adopt ISO 

guideli注目.Malaysia SMEs beli巴vethat by adopting IS0 

guideline it will contribute more advantage and 

credential to their customers especially when they 

gained certification. In 2003 a conducted research on 

Malaysia SMEs discovered that there are significant 

differ巳ncesin performances between certified and non-

certified firms， supporting the hypothesis that IS0 9000 

certification contributes to a higher organizational 

performance (Sadiq and Hoongヲ 2003).

4・3Marketing Risk 

1')2'ら

込つれ

九

むこ三

正グ

.lj" 

脚 ー

2こ叱ム 4 

三う、、e

Japan Malaysia 

Figure 5: Usage of Customer Relationship Tools 
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Marketing risk in NPD is consider complex but still 

can be managed. In order to success in NPD，自立nsneed 

to have accurate und巴rstandingof customer behavior and 

choosing appropriate marketing strategies that can be 

attain through customer relationship tools. However 

surprisingly findings企omthis study found that only 

49%， shown in Figure 5 that not more than half of 

Japanes巴 SMEsutilize customer r巴lationshiptools to 

r巴ducerisk in NPD process. This yet should not come to 

a surprise， as most SMEs in general do not have the 

resources to explore their own markets. Instead， the 

Japanese SMEs depend heavily on th巴irtrading partners 

for marketing oftheir products， within th巴合ameworkof 

local production networks and subcontracting 

relationships (Itoh and Urataラ 1994).

Almost 36% of Malaysia SMEs didn't use customer 

relationship tools to assist them in gaining knowledge 

about customer prefer巴ncesand requirements. Another 

64% did use it to help them retain their customers. The 

option to adopt Customer Relationship Management 

(CRM) tools maybe influence by management 

charact巴ristics(Nguyen et. al， 2013). SMEs reluctant to 

invest in such tools， as they believe it don't provide 

benefits. Some SMEs have experienced high failure rates 

when it comes to CRM adoption， as it is not easy to 

integrate this busin巴ss philosophy into everyday 

business. 

4.4 Type of Risk 

Jぐず

24% 
:Vc 

Tcchnology Operatioft.ll Market Finandal NilturalDi帥 ster

.. Malaysi;t ・唱... ねp胡

Figure 6: Type ofRisk 

Refi巴汀ingto Figure 6， SMEs in both countries have 

the same pa抗巴rnin identi骨ingrisk in their company. 

Mostly perceived mark巴trisk as their major concern 

Looking at the proportion， both concern on marketing 

risk 71 % and 76% for Japan and Malaysia SMEs. This is 

understandable since market risk is external to company 

it's beyond their control. Furthermor巳ラ marketrisk is th巴
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least controllable risk factor in NPD. There are three 

main sources ofmarket risk in NPD， customer perceiv巴d

risk， changing need of customer and forecasting th巴

market (Mu et. al， 2009). 

4・5NPD Performance 

McNemar's test is conducted to observe whether there 

is difference in NPD performance in both countries. 

Because of small sample and dichotomous scale for this 

item， McNemarラstest is the most appropriate test to be 

used. Assumption is made there is no difference in both 

NPD perfoロnanc巴sof each country. A two-tail トtestis 

selected because the variance is not known and whether 

to accept or reject the following hypothesis null. 

Ho : Pj -PMニ O

H1 : Pj -PM * 0 

Outcome of th巴testis presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: McN emar 's Test for NPD Performance 

Mean 

Variance 

Observations 

df 

t Stat 

P(Tく=t)two幽tail

t Critical two-tail 

Japan 

0.4667 

0.2545 

45.0000 

82.0000 

・3.7523

0.0003** 

1.9893 
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** Tested significant at 95 percent level of confidence 

Result found in Table 1 shows that t value of -3.7523 

is way outside the value of -t Critical. Ther巳fore，w巴

reject hypothesis null. The conclusion then there is 

significant differenc巴 betwe巴nNPD performance in 

Japan and Malaysia 

5. Conclusions 

Managing risk in business activity no matter how big 

or small the busin巳ssis should not be taken lightly. 

Failure to manage risk is something should not be 

compromise. Looking at the results discussed in 

previous points， we can conclude that SMEs in both 

countries practices managing risks mostly the same. The 

only dissimilarity is adoption of standardization. 

Gov巴mmentinvolvement and policies established play 

important roles in choosing standardization strategy. 

From the prec巳dinganalyses， s巴veralconclusions can be 

drawn. It is tm巴 thatS九1Esare lack in r巴sourcesthat 

impede their d巴velopm巳nt.To focus their efforts alone in 

managing risk in NPD will cost too much for themラeither

financially or operationally. However instead of putting 

their effort alone in managing risk in NPD they could 

integrate managing risk in their巴xistingsystem. Further 

study is recommended to develop right measure in 

handling risk for S恥1Es.
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